My Blender Publishes New Guide To The Best Blenders Available
in 2016
MyBlender.org has updated its homepage with a comprehensive guide to the best
blenders available on the market right now, helping people set up for a healthier year
in 2016.
February 1, 2016 (FPRC) -- Blenders are a great way of breaking down foods that are rich in
nutrients and making them easy to ingest, as well as being a unique and novel way to mix
ingredients to create drinks, sauces, soups and more. With January almost over, many people are
looking at this as the last chance to start strong on their health kick, and a blender can help them
deliver on that. My Blender has now updated its homepage with the best releases into the market,
so individuals can buy right and buy once from a special shortlist of the best blenders available so
far in 2016.
The guide, MyBlender.org - 2016 Blender Recommendations, includes an introduction to the uses
and opportunities a good blender provides, followed by a buying guide that covers the key elements
individuals should be looking for and prioritizing. The guide then helps people choose their own
priorities and pick from one of many resources, with a guide to the best brands and a breakdown of
the best blenders for specific purposes, from smoothies and margaritas to the best below a hundred
dollars.
The review then concludes with words of wisdom from the site’s editors, who encourages individuals
to read the reviews thoroughly and use the information in the guide to evaluate for themselves what
they feel the best product will be for their needs, with contenders from Kicthenaid, Cuisnart,
Blendtec, Vitamix and more.
A spokesperson for My Blender explained, “We have created a guide that will help people buy the
best blender for their needs in 2016. The year is young, but already some big releases have come
out that make attractive offerings in the broader market, and may well be exactly what some people
have been looking for all along. That said, we will regularly update our guide as the year goes on, so
passionate foodies should bookmark our page and check back regularly for updates.”
About My Blender: My Blender is an online resource center offering actionable and intelligent
insights into the world of consumer blenders, helping individuals make informed consumer
decisions. The site is regularly updated by a committed team of writers with news and reviews of the
latest releases. The site is the best online authority on the blender industry. For more information
please visit: http://myblender.org/
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of Brandoutreach (http://myblender.org/)
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